ABSTRACT
. The function gen.msgo returns a packet derived from msg.lY. If the default layer 7 protocol /ayer-7.-def is present, the packet returned would be of type msg.17-deJ The default packet hierarchy used by the default layer protocols is shown in Fig. 5 . The msgJ7 is passed to the layer-6 through the virtual function pkt_tx(msgJ7*).
All layer--6s must have such a function which is redefined for the each protocol. 
Example
Consider the example shown in Fig. 6 . A group of mobiles needs to communicate. With cellular coverage, they communicate through the base stations over cellular channels while outside the coverage, they communicate through the satellite and base stations over combined satellite/cellular channels. The mobiles, bases, and satellite are node entities and two simulators are used for channel management.
A possible processor mapping is seen in Fig. 7 . 
